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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Ad Hoc Tree Committee Action Minutes 

January 25, 2016 

 

Mike Buck, Chair called the meeting to order at 6:06 pm. 

Members present:   Chair Mike Buck, Vice Chair David Rudawitz, Sylvia Ackerman, Sarah Asby, 
David Atiyeh, Frank Cable, Craig Chisholm, Andy Clark, Margaret Hepziban, 
Lois Isbell, Shelley Lorenzen, Paul Lyons, Dave Marx, Tracy Marx, Kevin 
Meckel, Suzanne Meckel, Angel Pilato, Sandra Pleasants, Linda Rudawitz, 
Nicole Seawright, David Short, Cheryl Uchida, Stephanie Wagner, and Stacy 
Yost. 

Staff present:    Jessica Numanoglu, Planning Manager, Sage Geiselman, Planning Intern, 
Morgan Holen, City Contract Arborist  

 
WELCOME 
Chair Mike Buck welcomed the group and thanked everyone for contributing their time.  
 
Jessica Numanoglu took roll call. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS UPDATES 
Jessica provided a brief overview of Lake Oswego Country Club application for tree removal. The 
issue has been a topic of great interest for the community, but there had been some 
misinformation about the application. The Country Club applied for the removal of 197 trees on 
December 11, 2015. The purpose of the application is to remove trees in poor health and for 
course maintenance and remodeling. The permit is not related to new development, nor is it 
related to a recent partition of the property. The site is 119 acres, and contains between 1,500, and 
2,000 trees.  
 
The public comment period on the application has ended, but the city has delayed making a final 
decision on the permit until some concerns can be addressed. Initial review of the application 
identified a grove of incense Cedars that were included on the application, but for which the 
purpose of removal was unclear. A small number of Sequoia trees were identified for removal for 
the purpose of expanding the practice area, and the City requested to see those plans. Finally, the 
Country Club proposed paying a fee-in-lieu of mitigation for all 197 trees, but the City did not have 
the information necessary to determine if that was necessary. The City asked the Country Club to 
return with a plan that would maximize the on-site mitigation, where possible. Off-site mitigation is 
another possibility under consideration. The Country Club does not qualify for a major forest 
management permit because the clubhouse is designated a historic landmark. 
 
The Committee briefly discussed the issue. Comments made regarding the Country Club permit 
were that fines for failing to mitigate needed to be large enough to act as an actual deterrent, and 
that properties such as the Country Club should be allowed to develop and implement a long term 
management plan, approved by the city, and should be held accountable to the plan. 
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Jessica indicated that a supplemental memo would be produced and distributed before the next 
Committee meeting to address some issues that had been missed in the policy options report. The 
Committee was informed that additional policy options could be added to the memo if the 
Committee desired. 
 
Sage Geiselman, the Planning Intern, provided a brief introduction to the Policy Options report. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
Chair Buck opened up the floor for public comment.  
 
John, a Country Club member, commented that the discussion was both constructive and 
productive. He also stated that it was nonsense that the historic landmark on the clubhouse 
prevented the Country Club from obtaining a forest management permit. 
 
APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES 
The Committee was informed that the minutes from the December 7 meeting were completed but 
under review, and a draft would be presented at the February 1 meeting for approval. 

ACTIONABLE ITEMS 
The Committee voted to consider addressing the Country Club issue by establishing that historic 
landmark sites would only prevent forest management plans in the immediate area of the 
landmark, or only if vegetation or trees were considered significant to the landmark. The item was 
passed by a two thirds majority decision of 19 for, 2 abstain, 0 against.  
 
The Committee then began discussion on the Tree Code Policy Options Report. 
 
Administrative Policy Options 
The first proposal addressed by the Committee was improving online processes related to the Tree 
Code. This proposal included establishing a system to allow all permit applications to be submitted 
and paid for online and creating an interactive website as a source of information related to the 
Tree Code. The Committee indicated that the online system should prompt input from users, direct 
them to the correct permit application, provide answers to frequently asked questions, and provide 
information on pending permits. The Committee was informed that there are some technical details 
of these proposal that are still being considered. The Committee voted unanimously (24-0) in favor 
of this proposal. 
 
The second issue discussed was adjusting the Type II permit notification, comment, and appeal 
process and procedure. The first aspect of this policy option was a reduction of the notification and 
appeal period from a 14 day notification period followed by a 14 day appeal period to a 7 day 
notification, 7 day appeal timeline. The Committee discussed this proposal and the consensus was 
that the 14 days for notification was valued, but that the appeal period could be reduced to 7 days. 
This aspect of the policy alternative was approved by a 2/3 majority vote of 20-4.  
 
The second aspect of this policy alternative was the elimination of the second sign posting, 
notifying the public that a decision was made and the appeal period for the decision. Some 
concern was expressed over the visibility of signs, and the confusion that is created from multiple 
signs on a single property. The Committee agreed that the online system described in the first 
policy option would provide a more efficient process for providing information, and could notify 
people who made comments about a permit application, neighborhood associations, and other 
interested parties, of the tentative decision. The Committee proposed to eliminate the second sign 
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under the presumption of an automated system to provide information, and the inclusion of the full 
process on the first posted sign. The motion passed unanimously. 
The third aspect of the policy option was limiting comments on permit applications to people who 
live in the area. Committee members expressed frustration over the concept of people from other 
neighborhoods or other cities commenting on permits, and people lobbying friends from other 
places to provide comments. It was also discussed that the online system could make applications 
more visible, and invite more comments from people who do not live in the area. It was noted that 
when a comment influences a decision it is because it points out a way in which the code supports 
or prevents removal. There was a brief discussion regarding the low frequency of appeals. It was 
also noted that the policy option referred to comments specifically and not appeals. The motion 
failed by a 2/3 majority vote of 7-16. 
 
The final aspect of this policy option was e-mailing neighborhood associations regarding permit 
applications. It was noted that the city already engages in this practice, but the code still requires 
notification to be sent through the postal mail. The Committee voted unanimously to allow e-mail 
notification of neighborhood associations. 
 
Dead, Hazard, and Emergency Trees 
The Committee then considered expanding the definition of “dead tree” to include a tree that is in 
progressive, and irreversible decline. Morgan Holen, the City contract arborist, described some of 
the considerations that would be used to determine if a tree was experiencing progressive and 
irreversible decline. The issue of diseased trees was discussed and it was indicated that they 
would not qualify based on that consideration alone, since trees can recover from disease. It was 
also noted that professional arborists would verify progressive and irreversible decline when it is 
not clear. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
The Committee then addressed allowing emergency permits for trees that are leaning on a 
structure or on another tree. Jessica explained that trees in this scenario often do not display 
heaving soil and may not qualify for an emergency permit. The Committee voted unanimously in 
favor of this change.  
 
The next policy option considered by the Committee was a change to the hazard tree evaluation. 
Mogan Holen described the differences between the quantitative approach currently used by the 
City and the qualitative approach used by the International Society of Arboriculture. The qualitative 
approach has been in use for about three years and arborists can receive training and become 
qualified tree risk assessors. They must receive continued training and maintain their credentials to 
retain their qualified tree risk assessor status. Morgan suggested that if the qualitative approach 
was implemented then qualified tree risks assessors should be required for tree risk assessments. 
The Committee had questions about the availability and cost of qualified tree risk assessors. 
Morgan informed the Committee that there were currently 28 qualified tree risk assessors serving 
the Lake Oswego area, and more are receiving training. The cost of a tree risk assessment can 
vary depending on the arborist providing the service and who will be conducting the tree removal. 
Concerns were also expressed regarding trees that are planted near foundations and how they are 
addressed in a risk assessment, as well as the potential for abuse of the hazard tree permit. The 
Committee determined that the qualitative approach requiring a qualified tree risk assessor would 
be an improvement over the current evaluation by a 2/3 majority vote of 22-2 on both issues. 
 
Type I Permits 
The Committee addressed policy options related to Type I permits. The first proposed policy 
alternative under this permit category was a change in the parameters of the Type I permit, 
increasing the size of trees covered by the Type I permit from the current 5”-10” to 6”-12”. The 
alternative passed with a 2/3 majority vote of 17-4. 
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There was a discussion of adapting the Forest Management Permit for residential lots under one 
acre. The Committee determined that the concept of significant tree was an important aspect of the 
policy option and that a decision should be made after the concept was addressed. 
 
The Committee then addressed exempting shrubs from the Tree Code. The policy option was 
voted on and passed unanimously. 
 
The next policy issue addressed by the Committee was allowing Type I permits to be issued for all 
fruit trees regardless of size. Based on input from Morgan Holen it was suggested that a definition 
be used as opposed to a list of trees. The definition agreed upon by the Committee was non-
flowering, ornamental, edible fruit trees, with nut trees specifically excluded. The Committee voted 
in favor of this policy option with a 2/3 majority of 18-3. 
 
Based on the discussion of fruit trees, it was suggested that Filbert Trees be specifically 
designated as shrubs, and therefore exempted from regulation under the Tree Code. The 
Committee approved this change with a unanimous vote. 

 
Type II Permits 
The final issue discussed by the Committee was Type II permits. Jessica explained that the 
proposed policy alternative was partly modeled on the West Linn tree code with established factors 
for consideration in determining whether to approve or deny an application. If none of the factors 
for approval or denial are found, then a permit application would be approved. If multiple factors 
are found, then they would be weighed against each other. Another option under this policy 
alternative would be to make the factors for consideration strict criteria of review. This would 
remove any flexibility provided to staff, and would likely result in the removal of more trees. 
 
Based on Committee discussion it was clarified that the intent was to take the current criteria, 
which are broadly written, and break them down to clearly communicate what is being assessed, 
and to describe those criteria as objectively as possible. After some discussion on the topic the 
Committee suggested that understanding what would be considered a significant tree and how the 
concept would be used as a factor for consideration or review criteria would be important. The 
discussion of “significant trees” focused on whether their contribution to canopy cover should be 
considered. Committee members voiced a desire for a science-based assessment of the value of 
trees. It was also discussed that maintaining a certain level of flexibility allows staff to address the 
unique aspects of neighborhoods and individual applications.  
 
WRAP UP 
With the meeting drawing to a close, there was a brief discussion about the challenges of 
addressing the Type II permit. It was decided that staff would include a discussion of the issue in a 
supplemental memo prepared for the Committee prior to the meeting scheduled on February 1. 

 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:10 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

Sage Geiselman 
Planning Intern 


